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SRCR Education and Training Support (SETS) 
Grant Application Form 

To apply for a SETS Grant, applicants must complete this application form, and submit it, by email to the Secretariat on 
Responsible Conduct of Research at secretariat@srcr-scrr.gc.ca, along with all supporting documentation.  
To begin, please save this form to your local network to ensure that your information is not lost.

To begin, please save this form to your local network to ensure that your information is not lost.Principal Applicant Information 

Name and position 

Affiliation (must be with an institution eligible to administer Agency funds) 

Phone 

Email 

Mailing address (street, city, province, postal code) 

Name of association/entity on behalf of which the Principal Applicant is submitting this application 
(if applicable) 

Principal Applicant’s Signature (Please print this form and sign) 

Signature Date 

X ________________________________________ _________________________________________ 

Signature of Authorized Official at Institution Paid (must be with an institution eligible to 
administer Agency funds) 

Please print name Signature 

_________________________________________X_________________________________________ 

Institution Date 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Total funds requested 

September 30, 2020

Simone  Harrington, Vice President 
Institute for Better Health 

Trillium Health Partners
October 1, 2020
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Section 1: The Proposed Event 

Type of education and/or training event (check all that apply) 

☐ Workshop  ☐  Conference     ☐  Seminar   ☐  Webinar

☐ Other (please provide details below)

Focus of the event  (check all that apply) 

☐ TCPS     ☐  RCR Framework

A short title that best describes the event (Titles of successful applications will be posted) 

Goals and objectives of the event 

Relevance of the event to the objectives of the SETS Grant Program 

Briefly describe the expected outcomes of the proposed event, and how it will advance and promote 
understanding of the TCPS and/or the RCR Framework. 
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Section 2: Impact of the Event 

Target audience for the event 

Briefly describe the target audience (e.g. number of attendees, level of experience with research ethics 
and/or RCR) and, if applicable, provide a list of participating institutions, organizations and/or 
communities. Briefly describe the steps taken to be inclusive (e.g. offering sessions in both official 
languages). 

Promotion of the event 

Briefly describe how the event will be promoted and communicated to the target audience. Attach a 
communication plan, where available. 
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Event plan 

Briefly describe the event, its scheduled dates, location, duration, target audience, language in which 
sessions are offered, and research disciplines involved. Provide a draft agenda as an attachment to 
your application. 
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Evaluation 

Describe how the event will be evaluated, and how the evaluation results will be shared (e.g. with the 
Secretariat, with attendees, and more broadly). 

Dissemination 

Briefly describe the plan for making the content or information/results of the event available to the 
relevant communities. 
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Section 3: Feasibility 

Budget 

Overall budget for the event: $ 

Total grant funds requested in this SETS Grant application: $ 

Other sources of financial and in-kind support for the event: 

Steps taken to reduce the cost of the event:  

Details of the requested budget 

Complete the table below with the details of the requested budget.  All items must be eligible 

following the Agencies guideline: https://www.nserc‐crsng.gc.ca/InterAgency‐Interorganismes/TAFA‐ 
AFTO/guide‐guide_eng.asp 

   It is important to provide a rationale for each budget item listed, including why each item is needed. 
  Attach supporting documentation e.g. quotes/cost estimates from organizations that will provide the 

required  goods and services – including food, accommodation, travel, technical support, rentals, etc., 
where relevant.   

https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/InterAgency-Interorganismes/TAFA-AFTO/guide-guide_eng.asp
https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/InterAgency-Interorganismes/TAFA-AFTO/guide-guide_eng.asp
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Budget item description Cost Justification 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Total budget requested  
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Briefly describe the role of each key contributor to the planning and delivery of the event, including 
their relevant experience and expertise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Additional material to include in support of the SETS Grant application 

Examples of supporting documentation to include with the application: agenda for the proposed 
event; quotes/price estimates from organizations that will provide services for the event; 
communication plan. 

 

 

 

 

Section 4. Knowledge and Experience in Managing the Event 
 

Event leaders/planners/contributors/staff 


	Untitled

	Name and position: Delilah Ofosu-Barko, BMSc. Hon. CAREB-ACCER President 
	Affiliation: Trillium Health Partners  
	Phone: 416-543-0249
	Emai:   Delilah.Ofosu-Barko@thp.ca
	Mailing Address: 100 Queensway West, Mississauga Ontario L5B 1B8
	Name of association/entity: Canadian Association of Research Ethics Boards (CAREB-ACCER)
	Total funds requested: $25, 000
	Workshop: Yes
	Conference: Off
	Seminar: Off
	Webinar: Yes
	Other: Off
	Other (Text): 
	TCPS: Yes
	RCR Framework: Off
	Short Title: CAREB-ACCER Research Ethics Continuing Professional Development Virtual Colloquium Series
	Goal and Objectives: In light of the current pandemic, COVID-19 has produced unprecedented consequences on professional meetings and mass gatherings.  As a related consequence, the pandemic has created wide-spread economic constraints among many organizations where professional development opportunities are scaled back or have been removed completely.  Due to the dynamic and unpredictable nature of this pandemic, CAREB-ACCER was not able to host an annual in-person conference and meeting in April 2020. In the absence of this conference and meeting, CAREB-ACCER will offer a virtual colloquium series to deliver a series of professional development events consisting of synchronous webinars  and workshops to a national audience.The objectives are to advance the understanding and application of the Tri-Council Policy Statement 2 (TCPS 2, 2018); as well as foster dialogue on local, national, and international issues on research ethics, diversity, and anti-oppression work in the Canadian human research ethics space from December 1, 2020 to March 21, 2021. 
	Relevance of the event: See Appendix A.  
	Target Audience: Target audience will include research ethics professionals consisting of researchers, trainees, Research Ethics Board (REB) members, REB administrators, and government representatives involved in the application of TCPS 2.  For this series, we aim to increase the diversity and representation in race and ethnicity of our attendees in providing equitable access to meaningful research ethics education.  In addition, offering the series virtually will expand access and audience members from different geographical areas who previously could not physically attend CAREB-ACCER’s annual in person conference.  With over 1000 registered subscribers on the CAREB-ACCER website, each professional development series is anticipated to attract approximately 200 attendees. CAREB-ACCER has a standing relationship with bilingual translation experts.  As a result, all communications and professional development content will be offered in both French and English.Partnering organizations include:  Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research (PRIM&R), Alliance for Clinical Research Excellence and Safety (ACRES), Network of Networks (N2), Canadian Clinical Trials Coordinating Centre (CCTCC), Canadian Association of ResearchLibrarians (CARL), Research Data Canada (RDC), and Process Pathways. 
	Promotion of the event: The series will be promoted in several avenues such as:  CAREB-ACCER website https://www.careb-accer.org/ CAREB-ACCER Twitter account (206 followers), CAREB-ACCER LinkedIn account (351 members)CAREB-ACCER newsletter (over 1000 subscribers), and Word-of-mouth.  
	Event plan: Between December 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021, CAREB-ACCER will launch a virtual professional development colloquium series on a diversity of research ethics topics grounded in the TCPS2.  The target audience shall include: REB Members, REB Chairs, REB Administrators, Learners, Institutional Administrators, Researchers,Academics,Healthcare and allied health professionals, Legal/Lawyers, Risk Managers, Policy AdvisorsAppendix B lists the planned webinar topics, objectives, learning outcomes and launch dates.In addition to the topics covered in B, CAREB-ACCER will launch a series of training sessions for its Board of Directors, and discussion series focused specifically on anti-Black racism.  This series is CAREB-ACCER’s commitment to unlearning our own biases and minimizing our role in reinforcing systems of oppression (See appendix F for CAREB-ACCER’s position statement).  CAREB-ACCER is equipped to lead the charge in the Canadian Human Research Ethics field as it relates to addressing anti-Black racism and all forms of racism and prejudice in an effort to promote and support equity, diversity and inclusivity.  The content for the discussion series is currently under development, with a project launch between December 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021.
	Evaluation: All audience members and participants are provided with online evaluation surveys via email immediately after the series.  The link to the evaluation forms is also shared on CAREB-ACCER’s website and through CAREB-ACCER’s social media channels (e.g. Twitter and LinkedIn).  See Appendix C for a sample of the evaluation form from CAREB-ACCER’s previous conference that will be used to inform the future colloquium series.  The CAREB-ACCER Board of Directors will review the evaluation responses to assist with future series  planning and other educational opportunities. The aggregated results can be made available in the final report for the Secretariat.  
	Dissemination: CAREB-ACCER has several outreach channels consisting of newsletters to all website subscribers, various social media channels, and a frequently visited website.  Pending permission from speakers/presenters, the content, resources, and results from the series shall be made available through these channels.  At the conclusion of the activities, a report will be written and disseminated to SRCR and other relevant or interested stakeholders. 
	Overall budget for the event: 53,571.28
	Total grant fund requested: 25,000
	Other sources of financial and in-kind support: The revenue under which CAREB-ACCER operates is primarily generated from the annual National Conference.  The conference affords sponsorship opportunities to offer support for the activities.  However, CAREB-ACCER was not able to host an annual conference.
	Steps taken to reduce cost: Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, an in-person conference may not be possible in the foreseeable future. This virtual colloqui of webinars and workshops  costs significantly less than an in-person conference and will allow for broader reach in audience members.
	Details of the requested budget: This virtual colloquium series includes 16 webinars and 5 anti-Black racism workshops/discussion series.  The total cost of this program is $53,571.28.  We are seeking funding to cover the following aspects of launching and delivering this educational program (total item cost: $28,071.28; requested funding: $25,000):(1) Webinar speaker fees ($500/webinar) - we are engaging seasoned professionals in the research ethics field to develop and deliver formal research ethics educational content in alignment with the established CAREB-ACCER learning objective documents at a national level.  The stipend is to offset the costs incurred in contributing to content development and delivery.(2) anti-Black racism expert consultant fees ($1500 per session) - we are engaging internationally renowned professionals in anti-Black racism to develop and deliver an engaging series of educational events tailored to the Canadian research ethics space.  These amounts are to cover the costs incurred in developing and delivering customized content at a national level.(3) a portion of the AnyMeeting license fees to subsidize the cost of an upgrade to the professional license.  The professional license provides enhanced functionality and a larger live attendee capacity limit (1000).  The cost differential for this upgrade is ~$255.94 CAD/month(4) translation of written educational materials. Presentation slides and printed materials will be offered in both official languages.(5) live synchronous translation of each educational event
	BID1: Webinars 
	C1: $500 x 16 = $8000
	J1: 16 Webinars: developer & presenter stipends ($500/topic developed)
	J2: Subject matter expert(s) engagement fee (estimate = $1500 per session)
	C2: $1500 x 5 = $7500
	BID3: Intermedia Anymeeting annual fee (virtual platform) 
	C3: $255.94 CAD/month x 12 = $3071.28
	J3: Portion of cost of platform to host virtual colloquium series.
	BID4: Translations written 
	C4: Approximately $2500 
	J4: Presentation slides and printed materials in French. 
	BID5: Translations (simultaneous)
	C5: Approximately $7000  
	J5: Events will include simultaneous translations at the time of delivery.  
	BID6: 
	C6: 
	J6: 
	BID7: 
	C7: 
	J7: 
	BID8: 
	C8: 
	J8: 
	BID2: Workshops/discussion series on anti-Black racism 
	BID9: 
	J9: 
	BID10: 
	J10: 
	BID11: 
	J11: 
	BID12: 
	J12: 
	BID13: 
	J13: 
	BID14: 
	J14: 
	BID15: 
	J15: 
	BID16: 
	J16: 
	BID17: 
	J17: 
	BID18: 
	J18: 
	BID19: 
	J19: 
	Event Leader+: Please see Appendix D for a list of CAREB-ACCER’s Board of Directors who are key contributors to the development and delivery of the virtual colloquium series.  
	C19: 
	C18: 
	C17: 
	C16: 
	C15: 
	C14: 
	C13: 
	C12: 
	C11: 
	C10: 
	C9: 
	TB1: $28,071.28


